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ing buddy, George McKinney, helped out from his
own personal supply. I started out with some Win-
chester +P 125-grain JHPs, which shot uniformly
high. Federal American
Eagle 130-grain FMJs shot
just a bit lower, and Win-
chester 125-grain Silvertip
HPs were right on point of
aim. Great…the Shadow
loves Silvertips; now try
and find some! All of the
abovementioned rounds
were quite comfortable to
shoot. I had figured that the
Shadow’s light weight and
its small rubber grip might
pose a recoil problem, but
this was not the case. The
gun shoots where you point
it, and the double-action-
only trigger is quite man-
ageable, and can be staged
for more accurate fire.

I did have at my disposal a box of older Cor-
bon .38 Special +P+ ammo with 115-grain HP
projectiles. I tried one. Just one. The recoil was,

for lack of a better term, memorable. The Shad-
ow suffered no ill effects, but I wouldn’t put it,
or myself, through that again. 

At an MSRP of $425,
the Cobra Shadow is an
outstanding bargain. It is
100-percent made in the
U.S.A., and exceptionally
well crafted and feels
right, with no odd angles
or sharp edges. It carries
comfortably in your pock-
et, and will fit any holster
made for a J-frame S&W.
For years, I’ve seen the
price of American-made
revolvers skyrocket, and
I’ve hoped to see one that
the average person could
comfortably afford. The
Shadow fills the bill, and I
expect that Cobra will sell
a lot of them. 

Cobra Enterprises of Utah, Inc. • 1960 S. mile-
stone Drive, Suite F • Salt Lake City, UT 84104 •
801-908-8300 • www.cobrapistols.net. DP
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